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Abstract: A low-noise instrumentation amplifier dedicated to a nano- and micro-electro-mechanical
system (M&NEMS) microphone for the use in Internet of Things (IoT) applications is presented.
The piezoresistive sensor and the electronic interface are respectively, silicon nanowires and an
instrumentation amplifier. To design an instrumentation amplifier for IoT applications, different
trade-offs are discussed like power consumption, gain, noise and sensitivity. Because the most critical
noisy block is the amplifier, a delay-time chopper stabilization (CHS) technique is implemented
around it to eliminate its offset and 1/f noise. The low-noise instrumentation amplifier is implemented
in a 65-nm CMOS (Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor) technology. The supply voltage is
2.5 V while the power consumption is 0.4 mW and the core area is 1 mm2. The circuit of the M&NEMS
microphone and the amplifier was fabricated and measured. From measurement results over a signal
bandwidth of 20 kHz, it achieves a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 77 dB.

Keywords: M&NEM microphone; instrumentation amplifier; silicon nanowire; low-noise; IoT;
chopper stabilization

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is now recognized by industry, and in particular the electronics
industry, as one of the main engines of growth for the decade to come, if not more. The IoT refers to any
application taking advantage of the networking of objects capable of interacting with their environment
to measure key parameters of this environment, then to transmit this data for analysis, sometimes in
real time, and decision making to control or optimize a system. Detection is the starting point for the IoT
and smart home applications. It is also the first problem faced by followers and professional designers.
The design of many economical transducers such as accelerometers, force sensors, extensometers and
pressure transducers is based on resistive Wheatstone bridges for differential voltages in millivolts (mV).
Before going into detail, it is essential to accurately capture these low-level signals and amplify them to
levels compatible with analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) without direct current (DC) offset or noise.
Likewise, current detection using high potential ammeter shunts requires amplifiers without inputs
referenced to ground and capable of tolerating high common mode voltages. Micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) are sensors or actuators whose lateral dimensions and thickness are of the order of a
micrometer. For decades until today, MEMS sensors have been manufactured on a large scale for many
consumer applications such as aerospace [1], inertial sensors in mobile phones such as gyrometers and
accelerometers [2,3], video game controllers and airbag triggers. These devices, which are the basis of
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research tools [4], have reached a sufficient maturity to be directly developed and integrated by large
industrial groups such as STMicroelectronics [5].

In the world of transistors, it is known that the reduction of dimensions mainly allows integrating
more devices on a given surface. Therefore, it enables to reduce the manufacturing cost of the transistor,
to increase the performance of the integrated circuit, and reduce the operating voltage. With regard
to sensors, reduced dimensions are also other benefits that enabled the development of emerging
applications. Therefore, since the 2000s, these sensors have been reduced to the nanometer scale with
the name nano-electro-mechanical systems (NEMS). These devices allow the study and detection of
objects at the molecular scale [6,7] and also at the quantum scale [8]. The constant times are likewise
reduced which implies a limited response time only because of the electronics control and not the
NEMS itself. In addition, in the nanoscale era, we can see a modification in the intrinsic properties
of materials as in silicon nanowires and their thermal and conductive properties modified by the
size effect. Hearing implants are technological devices developed to correct hearing loss. Today, the
cochlear implant is the most complete system. It implements the fields of acoustics, electronics, signal
processing and information, biology, and knowledge of the human physiology. The objective of the
microphone is to transduce acoustic waves to an electrical signal. Consequently, it operates in the
frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz [9].

The objective of this paper is to implement a nano- and micro-electro-mechanical system
(M&NEMS) microphone with a low-noise instrumentation amplifier, which has a high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and high unity-gain bandwidth (UGBW). The architecture of the amplifier is carefully
selected and some circuit innovations are explored. In addition, a detailed noise analysis of the
complete system composed by the M&NEMS microphone and the low-noise amplifier is presented.
The complete system is fabricated in 65 nm CMOS process and measurement results are discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our fabricated M&NEMS
microphone. Then, Section 3 provides the instrumentation amplifier details. Section 4 presents the
measurement results of the fabricated circuit and discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Nano- and Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (M&NEMS) Microphone Design

The fundamental of M&NEMS technology is presented for the first time in 2009 [10]. M&NEMS
technology allows designing a novel sensor that combines both MEMS and NEMS structures like the
design of a 3D accelerometer sensor [10]. The M&NEMS in-plane accelerometer is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of nano- and micro-electro-mechanical system
(M&NEMS) nanowire sensor [10].

Figure 2 shows the M&NEMS transducer composed of four rigid micro-beams and four suspended
silicon nanogauges. All micro-beams are placed between the inlet vents and the outlet vents. Inside
the transducer, the inlet vents allows for guiding the sound wave and the outlet vents allows the
equilibration of the pressure in a back cavity to be enabled. In addition, the motion of the beams is
enabled by micro-slits placed between the beams and both top and bottom wafers.

Therefore, the pressure can easily drop from one side to the other side in the same beam. Inside,
the suspended silicon gauges is located the stress that induced by the motion of a beam. It represents a
transducer with a resistance variation of each silicon nanogauge. To measure the resistance variation,
the four silicon nanogauges are connected as a Wheatstone bridge. If a sound pressure is detected,
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then two silicon nanogauges will be stretched and two silicon nanogauges will be compressed at the
same time. Moreover, random accelerations are automatically self-canceled.
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Figure 2. Microphone cross-section with sensing elements and acoustic configuration [11].

The technological M&NEMS fabrication process is done in the clean room of the CEA-LETI
(Atomic Energy Commission-Laboratory of Electronics Information Technology). Figure 3 shows
the fabricated M&NEMS accelerometer with zooming on different components like the four silicon
nanogauges, the inlet vents and the outlet vents. The detailed analysis of the sensor’s operation
allows identifying the constraints dedicated to the bridge itself. Among these constraints, there
is the common-mode voltage and the output impedance, as well as the constraints related to the
audio application.
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Figure 3. Microphone top view with the nanogauge and the micro-beams [12].

The M&NEMS analog front-end composed by a sensor biasing circuit and an instrumentation
amplifier as a read-out circuit is shown in Figure 4. The Wheatstone bridge is composed by the nanowire
gauges. It is biased by a voltage-controlled constant current source. Moreover, the common mode
voltage of the instrumentation amplifier input is maintained at Vdd/2 with a servo-loop build around
A1 that equate source and sink current through the bridge. The differential voltage Vin flowing through
the instrumentation amplifier is proportional to the gauge resistance imbalance induced by acoustic
vibrations. The power consumption of the electronic circuit is fixed by the current biasing. In the
simplest case, the same power supply can bias both sensor and amplifier. In this case, the equivalent
resistance RE of the four gages is quite high to maintain a low-power consumption. Moreover,
the supply voltage of the complete M&NEMS nanowire sensor is sufficiently small. However, all
current integrated circuits in the industry generally operate with supply voltages greater than 1.2-V.
This minimum supply voltage of the M&NEMS nanowire sensor generates a bias Ibias of about 279-µA.
This bias current corresponds to a power supply of about 335-µW, which is excessive, on the one
hand, because the nanowires cannot dissipate it, and on the other hand, it leads to an increase of
the total power consumption that is not compatible with the target IoT application. Therefore, it is
necessary to add a circuit that controls the voltage bias of the sensor independently of the amplifier
supply voltage. The sensor output common-mode voltage might cause problems for the amplifier
when the circuit is referenced at 0 V. In fact, for a 100 µA Ibias current, the bias voltage Vbias is 0.4 V.
The sensor common-mode voltage VCM is about 0.2 V in this case. This VCM value is assuming the
same gauges. Therefore, the amplifier input signals VA and VB evolve around an average value of
0.2 V. With the objective of driving this VCM voltage to a value compatible with that of the amplifier
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without generating an excessive bias current, it is necessary to control the current of the VCM voltage
independently, and therefore to control Vbias as shown in Figure 4.
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The voltage Vbias is one of the key parameters of sensitivity as expressed in Equation (1). It can
also be considered that at constant sound pressure, the sensitivity affects the power of the output
signal. If the Vbias increases, the output voltage also increases. Therefore, the polarization affects the
SNR. However, the current flow through the sensor implies power consumption, which is a crucial
parameter in battery-powered systems. Therefore, to optimize the sensor polarization, it is relevant to
evaluate its SNR according to its power consumption. The impact of the bias voltage on the SNR is
evaluated with the noise model. The thermomechanical noise occurs upstream of the bridge. From the
models, the power Psignal of the useful signal is related to the voltage Vbias as:

Psignal =
[
Vbias

∆R
R

]2
. (1)

According to the common definition of the SNR with a reference sound pressure of 94 dB-SPL, the
SNR of the microphone alone is obtained with the following expression:

SNR =

[
Vbias

∆R
R

]2∫ f2

f1
V2

Total

, (2)

where V2
Total denotes the total output noise power of the sensor. Therefore, the power consumption

Pabsorb depends on the nominal value R0 of one nanogauge and can be written as:

Pabsorb =
V2

bias

R0
. (3)

These relations allow us to draw the curve of Figure 5, which shows the SNR evolution according
to the supply power absorbed by the bridge. The signal-to-noise ratio reaches its asymptote (SNR Max
of the sensor alone 65 dB) when it is polarized with 2 V supply. The operating point of the sensor alone
is considered optimal when the SNR stops to increase linearly with the power, from 43 µW.
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3. Low-Noise Instrumentation Amplifier Implementation

Integrated circuits dedicated to measuring the resistance of silicon nanogauge in audio applications
are not commercially available. Based on circuits already made for similar sensors where a Wheatstone
bridge is used, a special instrument was developed. It allows the sensor to operate, demonstrates the
relevance of the resistive detection, and studies its performance. Some results can also be used for the
design of an integrated circuit. Consequently, the dedicated electronics should allow operating the
sensor, to reach these maximum performances and to provide an easily exploitable signal. The integrated
circuit must also, and above all, ensure the polarization of the bridge. According to the experimental
development step of the nanogauges, the integrated device must propose a regulation of the current
and several configurations. Protection functions have been added to preserve the gauges during
manipulations. Its use must be easy to multiply the experiments, without the risk of damaging neither
a sensor nor the instrument.

Flowing a current through the sensor elements is essential to obtain a signal. The easiest way to
do this is to use the feed directly as shown in Figure 6. The use of a servo-control allows maintaining
the current biasing independently of both the supply voltage and the value of the nanowire resistors.
It also keeps the common mode close to the optimal value required for the proper operation of the
amplification stage. The control loop comprises an adder that extracts the common-mode voltage of
the bridge, a subtractor S1, an integrator I1, and a generator controlling the voltage VN. The voltage
Verror is the error voltage that can be written as:

Verror = VREF −VCM. (4)
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At equilibrium, Verror = 0 V, then:

VN = VCM −
Vbias

2
. (5)

Thus, the voltage V’bias across the nanogauges bridge is controlled via the voltage Vbias such that:

V′bias =
Vbias

2
. (6)

This method can also be applied to the current polarization [9]. The diagram is given in Figure 6.
The control loop composed by the subtractor S1 followed by the integrator I1 acts on the current IN to
cancel the common residual mode voltage VCM generated at the input of the amplifier when there
is an imbalance between IP and IN. As a result, at equilibrium, the currents IP and IN are identical.
The accuracy required depends on the common-mode tolerance of the amplifier.

This configuration is easily achievable in CMOS technology because a transistor is naturally a
voltage-controlled current source. It has the advantage of completely dissociating the useful bias
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current from the undesired common-mode current. It is enough to control Ibias to master the current
that crosses the sensor, and thus its sensitivity. Ibias is a lever for acting on sensitivity.

The two-stage instrumentation amplifier structure has the high input impedance required to
maintain the sensitivity of the resistive sensor [13]. A low-noise instrumentation amplifier is integrated
after the Wheatstone bridge. It processes a voltage signal VA–VB. It is composed of amplifiers A1, A2
and A3 as shown in Figure 7. The architecture of each amplifier is based on a two-stage operational
transconductance amplifier (OTA) as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Two-stage operational transconductance amplifier (OTA).

The input stage is directly connected to the sensor. It allows amplifying the difference voltage
VA–VB. It is composed of amplifiers A1 and A2 whose intrinsic gain is very high. The associated
passive elements RF and RG determine the voltage gain GV1 of the entire stage such that:

GV1 = 1 +
2RF

RG
. (7)

The second amplification stage can convert the differential signal into a voltage Vs, referenced to
the common-mode voltage. Its gain GV2 depends on the elements R2 and R1 such that:

GV2 =
R2

R1
. (8)

The total gain GV of the instrumentation amplifier can be written as:

GV = GV1 ×GV2 =
R2

R1

(
1 +

2RF

RG

)
. (9)
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The resistors’ network of the instrumentation amplifier was designed by R1 = 5.1 kΩ, R2 = 160 kΩ,
RF = 2 kΩ and RG = 390 Ω. Therefore, the ideal total differential gain GV is 51 dB. Finally, the sensitivity
of the sensor is increased by a factor k comprising the product of the gains of the stages of the
amplification chain. This simple structure involves the bias voltages VP and VN across the sensor.
They define both the current Ibias flowing through it and the common-mode voltage VCM according to
Equations (10) and (11) as:

Ibias =
VP −VN

R0eq
, (10)

VCM =
VP −VN

2

[
R3

R1 + R3
+

R4

R2 + R4

]
, (11)

where R0eq is the equivalent resistance of the sensor and Rn is the resistance of element n.
The common-mode voltage VCM can be critical for the proper functioning of the sensor and its
electronics. It must be located between the supply voltage of the amplifier and the reference voltage to
allow the excursion of the output voltages of the sensor without saturating the amplifiers that make up
the chain. The value VDD/2 allows the maximum excursion. Therefore, this choice implies conditions
on the voltages VP and VN. In the case of a sensor preceded by this amplification, structure supplied
with a voltage of 2.5 V, for a polarization current Ibias of 100 µA, with nominal nanogauge resistance R0

of 4300-Ω, the voltage VP must be 1.365 V, VCM of 1.25 V and VN of 1.135 V.
The bandwidth of the instrumentation amplifier is a significant limiting factor. It must be

adapted to the sensor and its application [14]. Quantities that change slowly as the temperature or the
acceleration does not require the same bandwidth as fast variables as the acoustic vibrations of air. In an
instrumentation amplifier, the resulting bandwidth is expressed as a function of the gain-bandwidth
product of the operational amplifiers. It will be necessary to find a satisfactory compromise between
the gain and the bandwidth by considering the intrinsic limits of the operational amplifiers. Therefore,
it is according to one of these conditions that the distribution of the gains in an amplification chain
is determined.

To reduce the input-equivalent noise of the instrumentation amplifier, we propose to use the
well-known chopper stabilization (CHS) technique. The traditional CHS technique is shown in
Figure 9 [15,16]. The signal path mismatch and the demodulated current spikes generate a residual
offset Vos. Therefore, alternating current (AC) spike is caused by the mismatch between the capacitances
due to clock feed-through at the Chopper clocks transition moments. The first modulator M1 rectify
this AC current. Therefore, a DC spike current appears at its input. The resulting DC spike current has
an average value Ioffset of:

Ioffset = 2(∆C1 − ∆C2)VclkfCH, (12)

where ∆C1 and ∆C2 denote the CHS mismatch parasitic capacitance, Vclk denotes the clock signal
magnitude and fCH denotes the chopping clock frequency, with fCH = 12-kHz. The chopper series
impedance and the input signal source are going through by this noise current. Therefore, it depicts as an
input voltage spike. The residual offset Vos resulting from the spike average DC value can be written as:

Vos = 2R(∆C1 − ∆C2)VclkfCH, (13)

where R denotes the equivalent input impedance. Therefore, a residual offset Vos depicts the spike
average DC value. Moreover, a spike voltage Vos is created in the input of Modulator1. This spike
voltage causes a low-frequency interference. To cancel-out this interference, the solution is to create
a proper delay ∆t between Modulator1 and Modulator2. The proposed instrumentation amplifier
CHS technique is shown in Figures 10 and 11. The instrumentation amplifier with its common-mode
feedback circuit (CMFB) is located between two modulating clock signals m1(t) and m2(t) with period
T. Moreover, we introduce a delay ∆t between the two clock signals m1(t) and m2(t) at the same time.
Due to the introduction of the delay ∆t, this technique causes a chopping of the spike signal itself.
Therefore, the DC content of the output signal Vout(t) is minimized. The residual output dc offset is
completely cancelled if an optimal delay value ∆topt exists, which can be written as:
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∆topt = ln(2) × τ, (14)

where τ = R × Cin with R denotes the input resistance and Cin denotes the input capacitance of the
amplifier. The major weakness of this technique is the τ itself, which not only depends on the sensor’s
source resistance R, but also on the amplifier’s input capacitance Cin.J. Low Power Electron. Appl. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 13 
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Figure 11. Delayed chopper stabilization with spike shaping analysis.

The input modulator’s spike signal is amplified and then multiplied with m2(t) in the demodulator.
The resulting output signal Vout(t) then contains, apart from higher order harmonics of the chopping
frequency, a DC part or residual offset, which is due to chopping artifacts. To solve this problem,
shaping of the spike can be introduced by the addition of a first order low-pass filter with time constant
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τc after the amplifier. We must have T >> τc >> τ with T is the period of the square wave signal m1(t).
The shape of the time response of the filtered spike is primarily determined by τc and independent of
the impedance of the connected sensor.

Since the output offset is still linearly dependent on τ, the optimization of ∆topt has been done in
such a way that offset reduction is most effective for a worst-case sensor resistance. For our specific
implementation ∆topt/τc = 0.8 has been chosen. The low-pass filter has a cut-off frequency of 30 kHz.
The nominal chopping frequency is 12 kHz.

4. Measurement Results

Prototypes of the M&NEMS microphone with the low-noise instrumentation amplifier are
fabricated and experimentally characterized. The die microphotograph with the layout view of the
instrumentation amplifier is shown in Figure 12. The method of simultaneous comparison is used to
perform the measurement of the M&NEMS microphone, as shown in Figure 13. Some measurement
devices are used to perform the test of the chip. A calibrated microphone is used as a reference
microphone. It is placed near the tested microphone in the objective to compare their outputs.
To isolate unwanted external phenomena, an anechoic chamber is used to perform all measurements.
A loudspeaker is placed at a distance of one meter in front of the two microphones. The loudspeaker
generates a sound with 1 kHz frequency. It is used as a reference point. In the objective to obtain an
equal response of loudspeaker at all frequencies, a corrected EQ (equalizer) curve is used. The output
of the M&NEMS microphone, as well as the output of the B&K Type 2250 Analyzer (Brüel & Kjær,
Nærum, Denmark), are connected to the AP 2700 audio analyzer.
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Figure 13. Measurement setup of the hybrid circuit composed by the M&NEMS microphone and the
∆Σ modulator.

The sound pressure of the loudspeaker is fixed at 94 dB with a frequency of 1 kHz. The B&K
analyzer detects the sound pressure level. The 94 dB level corresponds to a 1 Pa acoustic sound
pressure level. To obtain a constant level, the frequency response is corrected by the EQ curve.
Therefore, the reference microphone frequency is fixed at 1 kHz. The comparison of the level of all
other frequencies to the reference frequency is shown in Figure 14. The sound pressure level of 94 dB
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corresponds to the normalized response of 0 dB. It is clear from Figure 14, the M&NEMS microphone
has a flat analog output response to about 20 kHz. After performing the frequency response of the
M&NEMS microphone, the measurement of the SNR of the instrumentation amplifier was performed
and described below.
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In a first step, to measure the instrumentation amplifier, no signal coming from the M&NEMS
microphone is injected at its inputs. The ammeter inserted in the supply circuit to measure the current
ISupply consumed by this part of the circuit as a function of the voltage VbiasAI. The measurement results
allow us to know the relationship between the current absorbed by the instrumentation amplifier as a
function of the bias voltage Vbias. The curve plotted with experimental data and those obtained with
the results of simulations for different models of transistors are shown in Figure 15 for comparison.
Simulation results are performed in three processes and temperature corners as TT for Typical-Typical,
FF for Fast-Fast and SS for Slow-Slow. The curve observed experimentally is similar to that obtained
in the simulation with the SF-transistor model. Therefore, the deviation observed when the current
exceeds 160 µA can be attributed to the presence of an underestimated access resistance during the
simulation. This first characterization identifies the transistor model closest to that of the transistors
integrated into the chip.
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The curves in Figure 16 show the SNR of the complete system as a function of the amplifier
power consumption. Simulation results have been added for comparison. An essential parameter
to evaluate the proper function of the low-noise instrumentation amplifier is its input-referred noise.
From Figure 17, the measured input-referred noise of the instrumentation amplifier is about 12 nV/

√
Hz.

It appears that the evolution of the experimentally measured SNR is consistent with that obtained with
the simulation models. The maximum measured SNR is 77 dB. This value is nearly the same as the
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simulation result. It is obtained for a current of 160 µA. It corresponds to a power consumption of
0.4 mW. Therefore, this power consumption is still excessive for the complete circuit.J. Low Power Electron. Appl. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 13 
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The measurement results of our low-noise instrumentation amplifier and the comparison with
other instrumentation amplifiers is reported in Table 1. A fundamental parameter is used to evaluate
the overall power efficiency of the instrumentation amplifier. This parameter is the noise efficiency
parameter (NEF), which can be written as [17]:

NEF = Vrms

√
2.Itotal

π.Uth.4kT.BW
, (15)

where Itotal is the total current consumption, Vrms is the RMS (root-mean-square) input-referred noise,
Uth is the thermal voltage and BW is the bandwidth of the instrumentation amplifier. From Equation
(15), it is clear that the NEF parameter includes almost every performance shown in Table 1, namely
the equivalent-input referred noise, the power consumption, the bandwidth and indirectly the
PSRR (power-supply rejection ratio) and the CMRR (common-mode rejection ratio). In [18,19], the
instrumentation amplifier has a high CMRR and high PSRR. However, it has also a high equivalent-input
referred noise at list of about 18 nV/

√
Hz. In [20–22], the measured instrumentation amplifier has

a low CMRR and low PSRR. Moreover, it has a worse equivalent-input referred noise at least
36 nV/

√
Hz. Therefore, this noise level affects drastically the instrumentation amplifier and degrades its

performances. As a result, all compared instrumentation amplifiers have an equivalent-input referred
noise greater than 18 nV/

√
Hz. On the other hand, our measured instrumentation amplifier has a high

CMRR and high PSRR. Moreover, it has the lowest equivalent-input referred noise of only 12 nV/
√

vHz.
As a result, for the same performances, our instrumentation amplifier has a good tradeoff between the
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supply voltage, the PSRR and the CMRR. Our circuit achieves a NEF of 3.7, a PSRR of 108 dB and a
CMRR of 121 dB. Therefore, it proves a competitive performance compared to the state-of-the-art.

Table 1. Performances comparison of the instrumentation amplifier with the state-of-the art.

Specifications [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] This Work

Technology, nm 180 320 130 40 180 65
Supply, V 3.3 3.3 1.2 1.2 0.8 2.5

Power, µW 558 561 3 2 8 400
CMRR, dB 162 120 85 87 85 121
PSRR, dB 111 115 - - 74 108

Bandwidth, Hz 59 k 40 k 5 k 20 k 670 20 k
Noise, nV/

√
Hz 28.3 18 47 110 36 12

NEF 4.2 10.6 3.9 4.9 2.1 3.7

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a low-noise low power and highly sensitive M&NEMS microphone for the use
in IoT is presented. The resistive accelerometer and the electronic interface are, respectively, silicon
nanowires and a low-noise instrumentation amplifier. Several low-noise and low-power techniques
are developed at circuit and system levels in order to decrease both the power consumption and the
noise and maintain a good performance. Because the most critical noisy block is the amplifier, the CHS
technique is implemented around this block to eliminate its offset and 1/f noise. The instrumentation
amplifier is implemented in a 65 nm CMOS technology. The supply voltage is 2.5 V while the power
consumption is 0.4 mW. The core area is 1 mm2. The hybrid circuit composed by the M&NEMS
microphone and the instrumentation amplifier was fabricated and measured. From measurement
results over a signal bandwidth of 20 kHz, the low-noise instrumentation amplifier achieves an SNR of
77 dB and it has a great potential of being used in IoT applications.
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